* only CIA targeting complex-interacting proteins that are below threshold in both experimental repeats ** numbers represent total peptides *** numbers represent average of si18/siC and si19/siC ratio, respectively, from both independent experimental repeats Proteins found to be below threshold in two experimental repeats of at least one PD experiment (Flag-MMS19 or Flag-MIP18 PD):
CIA interacting proteins
Flag-MMS19 PD si18/siC ratio (%) below threshold in one PD (both duplicates), above threshold in the other PD below threshold in one PD (both duplicates), not detected in the other PD below threshold in both PDs (one PD: both duplicates; other PD: only one of the duplicates) below threshold in both PDs (both duplicates each) Table S1 . Mass spectrometry analysis of Flag-MMS19 and Flag-MIP18 interaction partners in the presence or absence of the partner protein (total peptide counts of all detected proteins). Related to Figure 6 .
